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In his bestselling The Soul's Code, James Hillman restored passion and meaning to the
concept of identity, arguing that each of us is born with an innate character, the "daimon" or
"spirit" that calls us to what we are meant to be. Now, in The Force of Character, Hillman brings
the idea of character full circle, offering a revolutionary new vision of life's most feared and
misunderstood chapter: old age. "Aging is no accident," Hillman writes. "It is necessary to the
human condition, intended by the soul." We become more characteristic of who we are simply
by lasting into later years; the older we become, the more our true natures emerge. Thus the final
years have a very important purpose: the fulfillment and confirmation of one's
character. Contrary to the current genetic determinism that sees increased longevity as a
wasted aberrance created by civilization, The Force of Character presents an explosive new
thesis: The changes of old age, even the debilitating ones, have purposes and values organized
by the psyche. Memory for recent events may falter, offering more place for long-term
recollections. A heart condition in later life brings an opportunity to remove blockages from
constricted relationships, while changes in sleep patterns allow the old to experience the
profound elements of nighttime that we usually overlook. As Hillman says, "Aging makes
metaphors of biology." In this empowering and original work, James Hillman resurrects the
ancient, widespread, and socially effective idea of the old person as "ancestor," a model for the
young, the bearer of a society's cultural memory and traditions. America disregards old people
who aren't young-acting and young-looking. We don't realize that "oldness" is an archetypal
state of being that can add value and luster to things we treasure, places we revere, and
people's character. When we open our imaginations to the idea of the ancestor, aging can free
us from convention and transform us into a force of nature, releasing our deepest beliefs for the
benefit of society. For all who read it, The Force of Character will be a seminal, life-affirming
experience.



More praise for The Force of Character“A humane and generous theory of character, one that
grants each of us our individuality and oddness rather than trying to force us into a moral
straitjacket. The idea that the eccentricities of old age are not signs of incipient dementia but
expressions of our true inner selves is appealing.”—The Washington Post“A book by James
Hillman is a glass-bottom boat voyaging over deep waters. Hillman is one of those writers who
lets us see his mind at work. He invites us to think along with him.… Nobody teases the
historical meaning out of words more expertly.… He does not settle for a flurry of statistics, a
shower of sound bites. He is not writing a news story, he is opening a dialogue.… Hillman’s
project could not be more important.”—San Francisco Chronicle“Drawing upon a wealth of
references to classical mythology, the Bible, poetry, philosophy, and rock lyrics, The Force of
Character maintains that our century foolishly disdains the historic importance of character,
which Hillman distinguishes from morality or genetic inheritance.… To concentrate on character
is to find sense and purpose in the changes that define the decades past age sixty or so.”—
BookPage“Recommended … Hillman sheds new light on the aging process, showing growth
where many see only decline.”—Library Journal“There are some fine insights here.… Fresh and
useful.”—Kirkus ReviewsA Ballantine BookPublished by The Random House Publishing
GroupCopyright © 1999 by James HillmanAll rights reserved.Published in the United States by
Ballantine Books, an imprint of The Random House Publishing Group, a division of Random
House, Inc., New York, and simultaneously in Canada by Random House of Canada, Limited,
Toronto.Owing to limitations of space, acknowledgments of permission to quote from previously
published material will be found on this page.Ballantine and colophon are registered trademarks
of Random House, Inc.Library of Congress Catalog Card Number: 00-103876v3.1_r1Old men
ought to be explorers.T. S. EliotContentsCoverTitle PageCopyrightEpigraphA Preface for the
ReaderA Preface from the WriterA Preface to the BookI: LASTING1. Longevity2. The Last
Time3. OldII: LEAVING4. From “Lasting” to “Leaving”5. Repetition6. Gravity’s Sag7. Waking at
Night8. Muddled Agitation9. Drying Up10. Memory: Short-Term Loss, Long-Term Gain11.
Heightened Irritability12. Parting13. Erotics14. Anesthesia15. Heart Failure16.
ReturnINTERLUDE: The Force of the FaceIII: LEFT17. From “Leaving” to “Left”18. Character
Philosophized19. The Character of Virtues, or Character Moralized20. Character Imagined21.
Grand Parenting22. The Old Scold23. The Virtues of Character24.
FinishNotesBibliographyDedicationOther Books by This AuthorAbout the AuthorA Preface for
the ReaderAging is no accident. It is necessary to the human condition, intended by the soul.
Aging is built into our physiology; yet, to our puzzlement, human life extends long beyond fertility
and outlasts muscular usefulness and sensory acuteness. For this reason we need imaginative
ideas that can grace aging and speak to it with the intelligence it deserves. You will find that
vision in this book. It offers the promise of refreshing the reader’s mind with a shower of insights
whose goal is to affect transitions to later years profoundly, even permanently.So, why do we live
so long? Other mammals give way while we go on forty, fifty, sometimes even sixty years beyond
menopause. We stay on, lingering in our recliners or marching the treadmill at eighty-eight.I



cannot support the theory that human longevity is the artificial result of civilization, its science
and its social networks, yielding a crop of living mummies, paradoxes suspended in a twilight
zone. The old as “retards.”Instead, let us entertain the idea that character requires the additional
years and that the long last of life is forced upon us neither by genes nor by conservational
medicine nor by societal collusion. The last years confirm and fulfill character.—What human
nature most wants to know about human nature is not the chain of development from remotest
origins to the immediate now. We want to make some sense of our aging beyond wearing down
and running out. What does aging serve? What is its point?These questions strike suddenly in
the midst of living, and not only during the suspiciously American “midlife crisis.” That crisis
compounds two fears: I am getting on in years, yet am I getting on with what I really am? Aging
and character together. This popular syndrome is less about the middle of the life span than
about the central crisis of one’s nature, less about being too old than about being still too young.
Not loss of capacity; loss of illusion.We will discover more about our midlife crisis by looking
critically backward to the sentimental prolongation of adolescence than by focusing upon the
nursing home forty years hence. That projection keeps us from being in the midst of life and lays
a pall of dread upon the fascinating questions of late life. At forty we are not eighty, and there is
far more “awake time” before us than behind. Our midlife encounter with old age is premature.
One hasn’t the perception yet that can fathom its images, so that the answers one finds in midlife
mainly reflect our fears. This book risks very different answers.To explain aging we usually turn
to biology, genetics, and geriatric physiology, but to understand aging we need something more:
the idea of character. Biology is not the body itself, only a way of describing it. Aging is mediated
by the stories told about it. Biology tells one kind of story, psychology another. Or, better said,
psychology attempts to understand biology’s explanations.Our reality as a living, thinking being
comes before our explanations of our living and our thinking. A psychological approach to aging
has to stick with this priority. If the idea of soul (even if you can’t explain this idea) comes first in
value, then our ideas should accord with our actual value system. This means we have to
psychologize aging, discover the soul in it.In the normal course of life, aging ends in dying and
our normal thinking about aging draws the same conclusion. If all aging ends in dying, does this
mean the whole aim of aging is dying? Biology considers aging as a process leading to
uselessness. Rather than a process, let us consider old age as a structure with its own essential
nature.Let us ask why our later years take a certain form and show certain characteristics.
Perhaps “uselessness” needs to be regarded aesthetically. Must the soul be properly aged
before it leaves? We can then imagine aging as a transformation in beauty as much as in
biology. The old are like images on display that transpose biological life into imagination, into art.
The old become strikingly memorable, ancestral representations, characters in the play of
civilization, each a unique, irreplaceable figure of value. Aging: an art form?—To make some
sense of later years and the often absurd predicaments and ridiculous degradations congruent
with age, we do well to return to one of the deepest questions human thought has posed: What
is character, and how does it force us into the patterns we live?What ages is not merely your



functions and organs, but the whole of your nature, that particular person you have come to be
and already were years ago. Character has been forming your face, your habits, your
friendships, your peculiarities, the level of your ambition with its career and its faults. Character
influences the way you give and receive; it affects your loves and your children. It walks you
home at night and can keep you long awake.You and I are not the first to face old age, even if we
face it for the first time. Humankind has always been aging, so why not draw upon how other
people in earlier centuries received it? In our culture this would be a fresh approach. To take our
ideas from recent research severely limits our perspectives to what is new—and much of the
new will have come and gone by the time this page has been printed and finds its way into your
hands. Besides, much of the new originates in denial. An underlying motive in aging research is
the drive to get rid of aging, as if it were a cancer.I, too, am trying to get rid of an idea, or at least
shove aside the fixed notion that we are basically physiological creatures and that therefore our
thinking about ourselves can be reduced to thinking about our bodies. This notion dooms us; we
become victims of aging. We believe our entire existence is yoked to and—most dramatically in
later years—governed by physiology.The idea we are moving in its place says it is to character
that you are most truly yoked. “Character,” said Heraclitus at the beginning of Western thought,
“is fate.” No, Napoleon, not geography; and no, Freud, not anatomy, either. Character! Character
governs—governing physiology, too. We will be maintaining, with all the heft and perseverance
we can still summon, that genetic inheritance is shaped into our own peculiar pattern by
character, that specific composition of traits, foibles, delights, and commitments, that identifiable
figure bearing our name, our history, and a face that mirrors a “me.”Then we will be able to look
at the decay of body and mind as more than affliction. We will connect it with an underlying truth
we already feel: Something forms a human life into an overall image, including life’s haphazard
contingencies and wasted irrelevancies. Later years are often devoted to exploring these
irrelevancies, adventuring into past mistakes so as to discover understandable patterns.The
understanding that the old mind tries to bring to its old body transforms that body into metaphor,
adding a further level of meaning to biological processes. Aging deliteralizes biology just when
we are most enslaved by it. Later years allow a second reading of what had seemed only literal
biomedical problems. Other cultures speak of opening the “third eye,” of consolidating the
“subtle body.” I understand this to mean that the psychological perspective takes first place, that
one’s primary ground of being has moved to the soul.To deliteralize biology is not to deny
biology. We cannot deny any of the degenerative processes, any of the genetic influences. We
are simply moving that furniture from foreground to background, moving our priorities. What may
come first in time—bacteria, mitochondria, slime molds, chemical compounds, electrical charges
—does not necessarily come first in value or thought. Moreover, “the gap between the most
complex mixture of organic chemicals and the simplest cell has never been closed. Neither in
theory nor in the laboratory has life ever been made from chemicals, no matter how complex
they are,” writes evolutionary biologist Lynn Margulis.1Life may well depend on bacteria, molds,
and chemical compounds, but thought achieves complexities that can’t be reduced to prior



building blocks. This is one of the great puzzles of thought: It can originate its own species,
select unnatural ideas, and show its own evolution; and much thought that is quite unfit
survives.If old age is required for the fulfillment of character, then what about all those who never
reach it, expiring before fifty? Maybe the common observation is right: “She died too early”; “His
death was premature.” By which we mean that their characters had not come to term. But what
about the huge majority in other centuries, who lasted only into their thirties and forties? Were
their characters unformed, neglected?Perhaps older age was less necessary then. Old cultures
(as do many indigenous ones still) ritualized the formation of character with initiations, festivals,
and funerals; and elders gave collective instruction. Although their elders may have been
younger in years than our seniors, they were still very much present, keeping an eye on each
member of the group with a constant focus on character.Ever since psychoanalysis reported on
“fixated” and “arrested” character development and childhood “character disorders,” even the
idea of character became fixed to childhood. Psychology looked backward to study character
development, neglecting the plain evidence that character reveals its full shaping force in most
of us much later. We become characteristic of who we are simply by lasting. How we age, the
patterns we regularly perform, and the style of our image show character at work. As character
directs aging, aging reveals character.—Old age must have its gods, just as childhood and youth
have their protectors, who inspire the exploits of first love and wild adventure. Later years invite
other gods, whom it takes many slow years to know. Their claims and inspiration may be of
another kind but they can no more be refused than the gods who call in youth. Discovery and
promise do not belong solely to youth; age is not excluded from revelation.We need to recognize
how helplessly our thinking about the last of life has been trapped in disparaging ageism—a
class concept that relegates all older people to a category with definite, inescapable handicaps
owing to the breakdown of the organism and the exhaustion of its reserves. Biology and
economics form our basic Western model. Ideas of soul, of individual character, and the
influence of awareness on life processes have become accessory decorations to lighten the
despair and disguise the “real truth” about old age.The convention of ageism, this “real truth,”
makes us feel caught—and conflicted. Either we collapse into increasing pessimistic misery,
already at fifty obsessed with the decay of mind and body, or we optimistically deny the “real
truth” with a heroic program of spiritual growth and physical fitness.The optimistic and
pessimistic views share a premise: Old age is affliction. That is its “real truth.” Whether you
overcome it or succumb to it, the nature of old age is undeniably solitary, poor, nasty, and far too
long. We can picture ourselves imprisoned in penury, set down in a bare nursing home, mad,
mute, and smelly, waiting for the end.Let us suppose that both optimists and pessimists are
right, and right simultaneously. Yes, old age is affliction—especially, it is afflicted with the idea of
affliction. As long as we regard each tremor, each little liver spot, each forgotten name as only a
sign of decay, we are afflicting older age with our minds as much as our minds are afflicted by
older age. The very repetition of our negative diagnosis of what’s happening to us each time we
see our face in the mirror shows how powerful is the idea to which we have harnessed our later



life.The mind likes ideas. It asks for fresh ones, even half-baked ones. It busies itself cogitating.
The mind is naturally curious, inventive, transgressive. Older persons are advised to keep
mentally active so as to delay the decline of brain function. Research says mind work builds
brain cells. Use it or lose it—and it doesn’t matter what you think about, as long as your mind is
exercised like a muscle. But ideas are not merely vitamins that serve to keep the mind alert; the
mind also serves ideas. By turning them over and taking them apart the mind keeps ideas alive
and prevents them from stultifying.Our ideas of older age need replacement. Like a hip that can
no longer bear weight or a clouded lens that does not let you see out of your own head, we need
to wheel our ideas into the operating room. But replacing outworn mental habits requires both
attack and stamina.To break with the usual ideas about later life, we may have to break through
them. Then we may recognize that many conventional ideas that provide refuge from the
oppression of aging are actually places to hide from the force of character.It is comforting to
believe that we are becoming wiser, that our judgment is more sober, that the alterations in our
genital physiology are, as Sophocles said, a relief. It’s easier to be old if we agree with ageism’s
clichés, and believe that attitudes coming to the fore as we age are not revelations of our
essential nature but merely the effects of getting old. For instance, we are touched to tears by
someone’s kindness or we offer help to someone troubled. Instead of accepting gentleness as a
trait of character, we pass it off: “I’m getting soft in my old age.” Or, not my character but my age
makes me utter those vicious racist remarks, give those miserly tips, spy on my neighbors. “I am
only a helpless victim of aging”: The tail, or tale, wags this poor little dog.The longer we hang on
to outworn ideas, the more they affect us negatively, acting as pathologies. The main pathology
of later years is our idea of later years. It is your own youth and a culture whose ideas derive from
youth that can make your old age morbid. After fifty or sixty another therapy begins—the therapy
of ideas.—Aging has become the major fear of a generation. What we dread individually, society
predicts demographically. Immense sums are spent to root out the causes of aging and hold off
its approach. Yet old age advances with steady statistical progression. The coming years will
more and more be dominated by older people. The twenty-first century may or may not be
greened by ecological awareness, but it will certainly be grayed by its aging population.
Developed nations are aging, rapidly; some are not even maintaining their birthrates as longevity
increases. The perennial class struggle between haves and have-nots in the new century
becomes one between Age and Youth.Theodore Roszak’s superb book America the Wise looks
forward to the triumph of the old. Their sheer numbers could revolutionize society, moving it from
predatory capitalism and environmental exploitation to what Roszak calls “the survival of the
gentlest.”2 The increasing proportion of seniors in the population tips the balance in favor of
values that, he believes, seniors hold dearest: alleviation of suffering, nonviolence, justice,
nurturing, and maintaining “the health and beauty of the planet.”3Each of us can help further
Roszak’s vision: first, by exorcising the morbid idea of aging that keeps older citizens
immobilized by depression, narrowed by anger, and alienated from their calling as elders;
second, by restoring the idea of character, which strengthens faith in individual uniqueness as



an instrumental force affecting what we bring to the planet.An inquiry into character by means of
aging takes us into unexplored terrain. The current maps of aging, which don’t consider
character, are factual and flat, leaving the reader with no peaks of inspiration, no depths of soul,
while writings on character present themselves less as guidebooks to the quarries and springs
of human nature than as handbooks for raising, and upbraiding, youth. Although moralists
continually co-opt the idea for their agenda, the force of character is natural before it is moral.
Character must first be investigated as an idea before we submit it to moral correction.—T. S.
Eliot wrote that “Old men ought to be explorers”; I take this to mean: follow curiosity, inquire into
important ideas, risk transgression.4 According to the brilliant Spanish philosopher José Ortega
y Gasset, “inquiry” is our nearest equivalent to the Greek alethia, an activity of mind that initiated
all Western philosophizing: “an endeavor … to place us in contact with the naked
reality … concealed behind the robes of falsehood.”5 Falsehood often wears the robes of
commonly accepted truths, the common unconsciousness we share with one another. A therapy
of ideas could free us from the conventions that keep our minds from committing interesting
transgressions.To see the force of character up close, we must become involved wholeheartedly
in the events of aging. This takes both curiosity and courage. By “courage” I mean letting go of
old ideas and letting go to odd ideas, shifting the significance of the events we fear. I mean the
courage to be curious. Curiosity is one of the great drives of humankind, maybe of animal life in
general; it’s that desire to explore the world that sets the monkey and the mouse on their risky
adventures. For us humans, adventure takes place more and more in the mind. This mental
courage the great philosopher Alfred North Whitehead called the “adventure of ideas.” “A
thought,” he said, “is a tremendous mode of excitement.”6A Preface from the WriterWhy do older
people become moralists, sentimentalists, and radicals? They chain themselves to threatened
trees; they march; they shout. They lecture Walkmaned ears about the moral decline of the West.
We old ones are indignant, outraged, ashamed.Why is fading away not enough; why can’t we let
our light go down behind the graying hills?Sundown is the wrong image, for the sun’s decline is
marked with fire, a last protest, a call to beauty. We would enhance the day, not let it dim into the
evening’s serenity. “More light,” said Goethe as his went out. Not sweet swallows twittering at
dusk, but incessant vespers; summoning bells; a call to sermonize. “According to Plato, robbing
the Gods and subversion of the state are excusable crimes when committed under the influence
of extreme old age.”1 Is subversion what prompts this book?Let’s imagine we are pushed by our
theme, Character, and the author’s variation on that theme, his character, all the while carrying
the moral, sentimental, and radical baggage that all old people have strapped on their backs.
Writing as burden; writing as adventure; writing as disclosure.I certainly do not want to read more
words on how to build character and develop the wisdom of old age. C. G. Jung, despite
identifying the archetype of the old wise man, and even identifying with it himself at times, wrote:
“I console myself with the thought that only a fool expects wisdom.”2 “And the wisdom of age?”
asks T. S. Eliot in Four Quartets.3 “Had they deceived us / Or deceived themselves, the quiet-
voiced elders, / Bequeathing us merely a receipt for deceit?”Wisdom, compassion,



understanding, and all the other qualities assigned to elders serve mainly as calming counter-
phobic idealizations against the bold force of the aging character, which lies coiled in an old
soul, ready to spring. We old ones—halfway to the ghost status of ancestors and to the naked
sensitivity of pure spirits—can flick a cobra’s tongue once we get riled. The fuse is short. What I
ask from a book is what I want to write: a book I’d like to read myself.Writers in later years seem
to have a narrow range of choices: memoirs of former life, revisions and retractions of former
work, and defensive summations of former thought. Might there be another option?Writing about
the last of life cannot be an objective study, indifferent to the writer. His or her life is also on the
line, so that the writing, if it comes from the heart at all, tells of the writer’s character. Authors are
characters in their own fictions. That a book announces itself as nonfiction and comes on as
objective history, science, research, or truth does not cover up its fictive quality. You can’t get rid
of your character in anything you write.An old soldier fights his first campaign again and again, in
every new engagement. The last of life is filled with repetitions and returns to basic obsessions.
My war—and I have yet to win a decisive battle—is with the modes of thought and conditioned
feelings that prevail in psychology and therefore also in the way we think and feel about our
being. Of these conditionings none are more tyrannical than the convictions that clamp the mind
and heart into positivistic science (geneticism and computerism), economics (bottom-line
capitalism), and single-minded faith (fundamentalism). The idea of character is alien to all three.
I champion it precisely because it is so lost to the contemporary scene.The idea will do some of
the work for me, because ideas are themselves forces that take hold of a mind, not letting go
until we have given them some thought. The idea of character calls for writing; it wants to be
written into print. The very word derives from kharassein, Greek for “engrave,” “sketch,” or
“inscribe”; kharakter, which is both one who makes sharp incisive marks and the marks made,
such as letters in a writing system. “Character” refers to the distinctive qualities of an individual,
and can also mean a person in a work of fiction or played on the stage. The word wraps together
the peculiarities of the author’s individuality, the act of writing, and the book as a stage peopled
by imagination.But what kind of writing does an old person do, and how does one do it? “It is not
always easy,” said Wallace Stevens, “to tell the difference between thinking and looking out of
the window.”4 How did Paul Valéry put it? “To think?… To think! It is to lose the thread.” “Writing’s
the only thing that stops the thinking, you know,” David Mamet told an interviewer.5 And how
does this writing that stops thinking proceed? Don DeLillo says, “The work … comes out of all
the time a writer wastes. We stand around, look out the window, walk down the hall, come back
to the page.…”6 The tortoise determines the pace. We are borne on its back. Exploring as slow
thinking, and thinking as slower writing: the old ones are connoisseurs of lost threads and
downtime, because we can’t keep up with usual thought.Usual thinking about later years stops
at death. That is not the destination of this book, nor is death a bold way to consider aging. What
could be more usual than allegories of nature: splendid trees resting on solid trunks; an ancient
turtle in the deepest seas; the full savor of aging wines and cheeses (“Ripeness is all”)?My
passion cannot be satisfied with the evident, or even with the evidential. An end in death hardly



takes us into forbidden territory. I think of Maurice Blanchot’s exhortation “to write what is
forbidden to read.”7 Everyone has an opinion on death. The subject invites easy clichés. As
Woody Allen says, “death is one of the few things that can be done as easily lying down.”8 The
rabbis, the monks, the ancient philosophers, the puer preachers and channeling seers can fill
your ears with teachings. One empirical observation that seems to hold is that while the gods
may like those who die young, death prefers the very old.Death is not a subject for thought,
because it cannot be subjected to thought; death is beyond thought, unreachable by its
methods. Logic, demonstration, experiment—all come up with blanks. Death has no psychology,
no phenomenology other than symbolisms, spiritualisms, and metaphysical speculations. No
one knows a thing about it. There is Nothing to think about. “A free man thinks of death least of
all things,” said Spinoza.9It is therefore crucial to our inquiry to decouple death from aging, and
instead restore the ancient link between older age and the uniqueness of character. “Old” is
present in degrees in many phenomena whose character we admire, like old ships, old shacks,
old photographs; here, “old” refers neither to something grown into after middle age nor to
something en route to death.To the question, “Why am I old?” the usual answer is, “Because I
am becoming dead.” But the facts show that I reveal more character as I age, not more death. I
am not denying my eventual death, but I am not going to spend the last of life writing about what
I cannot know.Far more important is to look at older years as a state of being, and “old” as an
archetypal phenomenon with its own myths and meanings. That’s the bolder challenge: to find
the value in aging without borrowing that value from the metaphysics and theologies of death.
Aging itself, a thing of its own, freed from the corpse.An eager interest in “old” as an archetypal
possibility in all things, as a given with human being as with all being, is what our society misses,
what older people miss particularly and yearn to discover. For we know we must pass our days
and nights under the auspices of the implacable god who rules last years and wants sacrifice.
The neglect of that god is reflected in the neglect of the aged, and in the old-age home with its
routines in place of rituals, a secular sanctuary with no transcendent vision, no archetypal
footing.The restoration of the temple to the Old does not require a literal construction. It could
begin as a literary one, a written construction by writing constructively. Let us be so bold as to
imagine this inquiry as ritual, and may our thinking and writing invoke the powers that govern our
subject. Let us imagine that a dedication is commencing.A Preface to the BookThis book
consists of three main parts, following the theme of character through three stages. These
stages are not the usual three—childhood, maturity, and old age; rather, this book expands upon
the changes character undergoes in later life. First, the desire to last as long as one can; then
the changes in body and soul as the capacity to last leaves and character becomes more and
more exposed and confirmed until a third piece of the puzzle emerges: what is left when you
have left. Lasting. Leaving. Left. Three parts, three main ideas.A book is built on ideas, this book
especially. The capacity to entertain ideas and find pleasure in this entertainment has long been
a justification for writing and reading books, and for holding on to them as valuable property. The
section called “Longevity” examines what this idea more widely implies, what aspirations it



carries, and how the idea of longevity can be extended beyond measures of biological efficiency
and statistical expectations. Part One also examines the idea of “old,” and why oldness is
essential to what we love about the character of a person, a place, a thing.Part Two looks into
the physical symptoms that life brings as we begin to leave it, and searches those symptoms for
their role in character formation. This is the heart of the book, because it goes to the heart of
every life. “Leaving” attempts to show, in a dozen short sections, how the dysfunctions of aging
convert to functions of character. The bothers, impediments, and dreaded symptoms of later
years change in significance as we find their purpose. The idea to be entertained throughout
“Leaving” as part of this book and leaving as part of life is that character learns wisdom from the
body.“Leaving” reconnects psychology with its first historical home, philosophy. The
philosopher’s task, said Nietzsche, is to “create values.” Today, values are often discounted as
mere personal opinions, and dogmatized or marketed to win converts or customers; thus, by
finding lasting values in late life, the psychologist as philosopher will, as Nietzsche said, find
“himself in contradiction to his today.”1 So this book is also a philosophical book. Old
philosophers have been warmly welcomed in to have some say in creating values.Between
“Leaving” and “Left” I have set a brief Interlude, “The Force of the Face.” This excursion claims
that older faces are marked by character, that their beauty reveals character, and that their
lasting power as images of intelligence, authority, tragedy, courage, and depth of soul is due to
character. The absence of these qualities in contemporary society and in its public figures, this
section claims, is due to the falsification of the older face on public view.Part Three, “Left,”
wrestles with the ancient dictum “character is fate.” For what is “left” is the piece of fate that each
person’s unique character embodies. To be unique is to be odd, different, atypical, unlike
anything else anywhere; the oddities a person tries to whittle down to conformity during most of
his or her life reemerge in late life to compose the image that is left.Part Three points up the
distinctions between the enigma of character and the abstract idea of self favored by
psychologists, and also between character and the more popular idea of personality, appropriate
to the charm of celebrities and the concerns of youth.A further distinction runs through the whole
book: between character as a moral structure inculcated by precepts and maintained by
willpower and coercion on the one hand, and, on the other, character as the aesthetic style of
lasting traits expressed in individualized tastes and behaviors. For what is left once you have left
the stage is an idiosyncratic image, especially the one presented in later years, and not the
moral precepts that you tried to uphold under the mistaken name of “character.” One’s remaining
image, that unique way of being and doing, left in the minds of others, continues to act upon
them—in anecdote, reminiscence, dream; as exemplar, mentoring voice, ancestor—a potent
force working in those with lives left to live.A preface should say what a book is about, a precis of
the work as a whole. It will fail in this aim if the book is at all psychological. Why? Psychology is
never about something, on the outside, a digest, an abstract. A book that invites the soul into its
inquiry draws us inside its labyrinth. A preface tries to lay out the labyrinth on a flat map; it can’t
do justice, however, to the twists and turns and dark passages, or to the moments when clear



light breaks through. Maybe the best this preface can do is to wish the book bon voyage, to
acknowledge gratitude that the book exists and that it has found someone’s hand and eye, even
perhaps someone’s mind and heart.ILASTINGPour on; I will endure.Shakespeare, King
LearCHAPTER 1LongevityMoving, and being himselfSlow, and unquestioned,And inordinately
there, O stoic!D. H. Lawrence,“Tortoise Family Connections”In our competitive societies, “lasting”
has come to mean outlasting. “I’ve outlived my father and both grandfathers!” “According to my
doctor, I should have been dead three years ago.” “My insurance company is losing money on
me. I’ve beat my pension plan and cashed in on Social Security, far more than I ever put in.”
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life, because my life has outlasted
the expectancy curve.Not only have I defeated my genetic inheritance, my childhood
schoolmates, and the actuaries, I’ve held off death itself. Life: a contest with all others and with
death, so that living longer becomes a victory, repeating each year on my birthday that famous
passage from St. Paul: “Death is swallowed up in victory.… O death, where is thy sting?”Our
experience of aging is so embedded in numbers of years left to live, as given by longevity tables,
that we can hardly believe that for centuries late years were associated not with dying but with
vitality and character. The old were not mainly thought of as limping toward death’s door, but
were regarded as stable depositories of customs and legends, guardians of local values,
experts in skills and crafts, and valued voices in communal council. What mattered was force of
character proven by length of years. Mortality was associated with youth: stillbirth and death in
infancy; battle wounds, duels, robberies, executions, and piracy; the occupational hazards of
farming, mining, fishing, and of childbirth; family feuds and jealous rages; epidemics and
plagues that carried off populations in the prime of life. Cemeteries were dotted with the short
graves of children.The intimate coupling of longevity and mortality, that link which
monogamously marries the archetype of old with the idea of death, takes hold of our minds only
in the nineteenth century, with the advance of demographics. In France, positivist philosophy
promoted the statistical study of populations, which moved death from the realm of the private
and spiritual to that of sociology, politics, and medicine. The statistics on life span gave evidence
of a falling death rate, which was read to indicate the progress of civilization. Society as a whole
could prove its improvement by advancing longevity figures, and longevity could be advanced by
new medical methods (vaccination, pasteurization, sterilization) and programs of public health
(potable water; sewage treatment; ventilation).Demographics took an even firmer grip when
Emile Durkheim, one of the fathers of sociology, analyzed suicide statistics, showing that each
district in France had a suicide rate that hardly varied from decade to decade. A predictable
number of people in any given district could be expected to commit suicide in the coming year.
When the incidence of suicide dissolves into the sociology of class, occupation, heredity,
religion, age, and so on, then the act of suicide becomes a fact of sociology quite apart from the
psychology of the individual who commits it. The statistical fact becomes a societal force,
dooming a definite percentage in each district to die by their own hands. Data become
destiny.The life expectancy curve carries a force of its own. If you place yourself on it as a female



teenager, say, you may have a life expectancy of at least seventy. At sixty, you find your expected
longevity has risen; it may now be seventy-eight, or more. Once you arrive there, the statistical
tables may place your life term at eighty-six. And so on. Even if you reach one hundred, actuarial
statisticians speak of the “conditional probability” that there are a few more months or years
ahead. Statistics confirm that the longer you last, the longer you will last, so that with each day of
aging you may expect another day on the “actuarial curve to infinity.” The curve cannot predict
when your longevity will end; instead, it seems to bear you interminably forward. Rather than
carrying you toward death and revealing the bare fact of your mortality, the curve functions as a
statistical annunciation of immortality!If “lasting” means more than outlasting statistical
expectations, then what is it that lasts? What is the “it” that persists and endures? What could
possibly last through all the events of a long life, remaining constant from start to finish? Neither
our bodies nor our minds stay the same; they cannot avoid change. What does seem to hold true
all along and to the end is an enduring psychological component that marks you as a being
different from all others: your individual character. That same you.—But what does “same”
mean? I have changed so much and am so different, and yet despite all changes something
continues to assure me of being the same. I could lose my social identity, my physical
configuration, and my personal history, yet something will remain the same, outlasting these
radical vicissitudes. This book maintains that the idea of character provides this lasting core.If
sameness is the philosopher’s term for what we experience as our character, we will have to
discover more about this deep principle “sameness”—what it is and how it works. No small job,
since philosophers have been thinking about sameness ever since Plato made the Same and
the Different two of the most basic ideas to enter into the existence of things, form our thinking
about them, and even make them possible.1Philosophers play with the riddle of sameness.
Take, for instance, your favorite pair of wool socks. You get a hole in a heel and darn it. Then you
get a hole in the big toe—and you darn that, too. Soon the darned holes are more of the sock
than the original wool. Eventually, the whole darned sock is made of different wool. Yet it’s the
same sock. In relation to its looks and in relation to its partner on your other foot, it is still the
same sock. They go out together and lie together in the drawer; and even in relation to itself, its
identity, it is the same sock, though it is different.Here philosophers can apply Plato’s archetypal
ideas of Sameness and Difference. The sock is entirely different from the original as far as the
wool goes, but its shape has remained the same. It never becomes a different sock, despite the
radical material alteration. Its material is different; its form is the same.By “form,” philosophers
mean the look of the sock, by which you recognize it as a sock. (Tube socks raise conceptual
problems!) When can a sock not look like a sock and still be a sock? Philosophers also mean by
“form” the sock’s function as a match to its partner and to your foot (form following function). A
third meaning interests us most: form as the active principle governing the way the new wool
integrates into the old sock. Form is thus visible shape, and the shaping force of the visible. Do
you see that we are getting closer to the notion of character?A human body is like that sock,
sloughing off its cells, changing its fluids, fermenting utterly fresh cultures of bacteria as others



pass away. Your material stuff through time becomes altogether different, yet you remain the
same you. Not one square inch of visible skin, not one palpable ounce of bone is the same, yet
you are not someone different. There seems to be an innate image that does not forget your
basic paradigm and that keeps you in character, true to yourself. The idea of DNA seems too
tight to hold the psychic dimensions of our unique image. To embrace our complexity we need a
larger idea.Some Greek philosophers and thinkers of the medieval church attributed this
consistency in the midst of alteration to the idea of form. Some further claimed that form
individualizes. What causes each person and each thing to be different from other persons and
things is the active force of form. No two forms can be alike. We are each maintained in our
specific individual image by the principle of form. To use one of William James’s suggestive
terms, we are each an “each.” As “each”es, we are unique because each of us has, or is, a
specific character that stays the same.It is most important here to grasp that we are unique
qualitatively. You have your style, your history, a set of traits, and a destiny. You are essentially
different from me by virtue of the lasting sameness of each of our individualized characters.If the
difference between you and all others were defined by physics, logic, politics, economics, and
law, we would each be a numerical “one” without any necessary characteristics. The law says,
“All are equal under the law”; politics says, “One person, one vote”; physics says, “No two bodies
can occupy the same place at the same time”; economics puts all eaches into categories—
consumers, workers, owners, employers. When each one is interchangeable with any other one,
individuality requires nothing more than a different ID number. Since uniqueness depends on the
qualitative differences forming the consistent sameness of your individuality, the idea of
character is necessary to keep us different from one another, and the same as ourselves.Let’s
go back to the sock. If what outlasts the wool is the form, then a preoccupation with physical
decay—with where the sock is wearing thin—misses a crucial point. Sure, the sock is showing
holes, and stitching up its weak places keeps it functional. But our minds might more profitably
be thinking about the mystery of this formal principle that endures through material substitutions.
Surely the lasting strength of character counts as much as the durability of wool.Sometimes the
stitchings and darnings don’t take. Medicine watches carefully for rejection after transfusions,
organ transplants, and bone grafts. The formal principle that guarantees sameness despite the
introduction of exotic material is named by medicine the immune system. This system accepts or
rejects replacements in accord with its own innate code. The new materials must be integrated
into the integrity of the person. Or, as they might have said in church debates nine hundred years
ago, the material must be accommodated to the form. It must fit my innate image. The new part—
kidney, hip, or knee—must become my knee. The new wool must become me.What converts
this “it” into “me”?—Modern psychology, regardless of school, understands the assimilation of
events into a “me” to be a function of character. The schools of psychology use other words for
character, such as “personality,” “ego,” “self,” “behavioral organization,” “integrative structure,”
“identity,” “temperament.” These substitute terms fail to characterize the styles of assimilation
that are the hallmarks of individuality. We each respond to the world differently, handling our lives



in a particular style. The word “character” implies a bundle of traits and qualities, habits and
patterns; it requires descriptive language such as we find in character references, letters of
recommendation, primary school report cards, scripts and novels, performance criticism,
obituaries. “Ego,” “self,” “identity” are bare abstractions, telling us nothing of the human being
they supposedly inhabit and govern. At best, these words refer to the unifying sameness of
people while neglecting their unique differences.It is refreshing to discover that some of the
oldest and most basic ideas of philosophy—Same and Different, Form and Matter—are actually
at work in our daily lives, even in our bodies. I find it a delight that these old-fashioned woolly
principles are immediately practical and can be discussed as bodily facts. Why must we be
exhorted to build character and strengthen character when character is already a given, the
staying power that keeps us who we are and holds our bodies to their form? Imagine the body as
an ancient philosopher, the body as a place of wisdom—an idea already announced in the book
titles of two medical specialists, Walter Cannon and Sherwin Nuland.Cannon in the 1930s and
Nuland in the 1990s both say the body’s physiology knows what it is doing. There is a wisdom at
work. The idea of character makes more understandable this governing wisdom. Moreover, if we
regard character as more than a collection of traits or an accumulation of habits, virtues, and
vices, but rather as an active force, then character may be the forming principle in the body’s
aging. Aging then becomes a revelation of the body’s wisdom.I am emphasizing form in the
organization of matter for two reasons. First, to counter the hustlers of materialism, who ask us
to buy the idea that we are complex pieces of biotechnology, best compared with the newest
computer chips. Whatever form we show results from underlying biogenetic impulses. Form can
be reduced to matter; it obeys matter’s laws and is shaped by genetic material. Since matter
does the forming, there is no need for a separate idea of form.A succinct, well-written—and
fantastic—passage from one of the world’s leading cognitive scientists represents a host of
similar statements in similar books.The mind is a system of organs of computation, designed by
natural selection to solve the kinds of problems our ancestors faced in their foraging way of life.
… The mind is what the brain does; specifically, the brain processes information, and thinking is
a kind of computation.… The various problems for our ancestors were subtasks of one big
problem for their genes, maximizing the number of copies that made it into the next
generation.2Why do I call this fantastic? Because this account of foraging ancestors, genes
facing problems, and natural selection as deus ex machina leaves the big questions begging.
Moreover, the statement is set down axiomatically, not as myth or as reductive simplification, but
as self-evident truth, and that allows Pinker to go on blithely saying that psychology is
engineering.To reduce psychology to engineering brutalizes the meaning of form. My shape is
more than how I’m put together. We all know that the way to last is to stay in shape, but “staying
in shape” means more than working out. Do diet, exercise, and bed before midnight satisfy the
needs of your shape? The first meaning of “shape” is “create,” which relies upon a force that is
invisible and yet makes each creature visible in its own style. The blanket term “information
processing” covers over the history of subtle thought carried in the idea of form.My second



reason for insisting upon form is to keep a psychological viewpoint when addressing
psychological questions. After all, life to the one who lives it is harassed by psychological
perplexities for which biochemistry and brain physiology offer little comfort. Why live, why live
long and with the probability of biological impairment are questions irrelevant to these sciences.
Even should they remove the impairment and prolong the years, the “why” questions remain
which no “how” answers can satisfy.—For old, hard, basic questions I like to turn to old, hard,
basic thinkers, such as Aristotle—especially Aristotle, since he worked out the idea of form in
relation to the body and the soul. This is what he says. The soul is the form of the body, “the
original of its movement,” and is the body’s final aim or purpose. As the “substance of living
beings,” this form called psyche “influences” and “commands” the body, and is “more truly a part
of the animal than is the body,” although the interests of “body and soul are the same.” The soul
forms the body, yet it is itself without body and therefore it cannot be located in an organ, a cell,
or a gene, any more than the form of the sock can be located in the wool. Because of the soul’s
incorporeality, “the soul’s beauty is harder to see than beauty of the body.”3Millennia later, the
Nobel Prize–winning physicist Richard Feynman also described the form that maintains
sameness:The thing I call my individuality is only a pattern or dance.… The atoms come into my
brain, dance a dance and then go out—there are always new atoms, but always doing the same
dance, remembering what the dance was yesterday.4To give more precision to Plato’s form,
Aristotle’s soul, or Feynman’s dance, tradition often uses the language of characteristics. The
soul is concerned with goodness and beauty, with justice and courage, with friendship and
loyalty Character analysis and soul descriptions employ common terms such as “judicious,”
“sagacious,” “knowing,” “kindly,” “timid,” “ponderous,” “vacillating.” These qualities are the soul in
action, patterning our movements and revealing the soul’s formative power, which influences
and even instigates our behavior. The soul is only an abstraction until we meet its courageous
will to live or its judicious decision or its humor. The adjectives make our behavior deep or warm
or timid or modest or gracious or cruel or prudent. They style the dance. We make soul by
embodying and enacting adjectives that differentiate the soul’s prolific potential. Through these
characteristics, we come to know the nature of our soul and can assess the souls of others.
Qualities are the ultimate infrastructure, giving purpose and shape to what happens to the body.
They are the force in character. This leads me to think that living a long life serves soul-making
by bringing to life the psyche’s amazing collection of adjectives.
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Elizabeth Persson, “Worth the time to read and ponder..... It's taking me forever to get through
this great book--and that shows its' intrinsic value to me. It requires 'deep'--thinking, reflection,
and willingness to change and strive to meet the blessings and challenges of growing older.
Shows how to move gracefully--not toward ultimate death, but the ultimate ability to grow
character before the last breaths.  What else might be worth the time?”

ArthurBen, “Hillman considers the empty-nest years as developmental no different than ....
Hillman considers the empty-nest years as developmental no different than the first half of life.
His perspective suggests new challenges for a person, primarily with respect to character. This
novel take raises a host of intriguing insights worthy of thoughtful consideration.”

brian wall, “better, lovelier--blowing new energy into it the way you .... James Hillman is one of
those rare thinkers who transcend category. It's not only that he's different from other
psychologists, he pronounces the very word psychology the way a Martian might. You have the
feeling that he is continually reinventing the pursuit; investing it with something deeper, better,
lovelier--blowing new energy into it like you would a constantly deflating balloon. His prose is a
delight, his erudition titanic and his insight off the charts.  I wish there were more stars to give.”

patsy, “Book. Very interesting perspective..little hard to read, I just read again”

Gail C. Van Buuren, “Terrific reframe. Reading Hillman always tickles my brain and this read is no
exception. He puts names and values on the possible journey into age, rather than allowing our
youth valuing culture to shovel our aging population into obscurity. I find his discussion of
character development thought provoking indeed, but truly enjoyed, was amused by, and was
mentally stimulated by the way he takes the symptoms of aging and turns them into a soulful
function. If you work with aging folks or if you plan to become one yourself, you will get some
excellent food for thought from Hillman's brain...as always.”

Jacqueline A. Totten, “wonderfully insightful and inspirational book. This book was
recommended by my mother after she attended a talk given by the author, James Hillman. The
book is thought-provoking and inspriational.”

Julian Wilde, “Highly recommended. Hillman has the ability to turn your worldview upside down
and view things afresh. Based on a Heraclitus quote "character is fate", Hillman dissects the
popular image (and usage) of self. Highly recommended”

Lextal, “A task for the elderly. this is one of those rare books which demands thought of the
reader. so much which was unclear in life acquires clarity thanks to the insights and knowledge



which Hillman has brought to this important book.”

Mrs H Hornsby, “Four Stars. Good read”

kieran murphy, “An excellent perspective on attitudes to age & ageing. James Hillmann has
some excellent insights on ageing and current attitudes to this aspect of life. He goes on a bit of
a rant at times but I found his book always engaging and well worth staying on the journey with
him.”
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